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The goal of our research is to make digital terrestrial
HDTV broadcasting available for the enjoyment of
viewers traveling in cars or buses. By making

broadcasting for home reception available in a mobile
environment, viewers would be able to access HDTV
broadcasting or detailed localized information from
anywhere. This would surely heighten the attractiveness of
digital terrestrial broadcasting to potential viewers.   

Before such a service can be realized, we must solve the
difficult problem of multipath fading, which is responsible
for large fluctuations in the intensity of received radio
waves. While radio waves for large-capacity digital data
services, including HDTV services, can be received with an
antenna installed on the rooftop of a house or building,
interference caused by reflections from buildings or cars on
the street has so far prevented stable broadcast-wave
reception with a receiver mounted in a car, for which the
antenna height is only 1 to 2 m. 

Our latest mobile reception technology is a diversity
reception scheme, which combines signals received with
multiple antennas installed on a car's rooftop. To create a
reception environment similar to that of home reception, this
system performs digital signal processing to minimize
fluctuations after collecting the outputs from the individual
receiving antennas, some of which suffer from degradation
or an extremely low reception level due to interference
(Figure 1). 

Figure 2 shows the operations of a four-
branch diversity system with four receiving
antennas.
1. OFDM signals are received with four

widely spaced antennas (Figure 3).
2. A Fast Fourier transform (FFT) is

performed for each branch to obtain the
amplitude levels of each carrier wave,
approximately 5,600 of them, by using
the pilot signals in the OFDM signals.

3. A weighting factor is calculated for each
of the OFDM carrier waves on each
respective branch, to maximize the CN
ratio after signal composition.

4. The system then adjusts
the OFDM signals (by
carrier wave) to the same
phase and combines them
using the weightings. It
demodulates this
combined signal. 
Mobile reception

experiments were
conducted on city streets,
using OFDM signals with
the transmission parameters
of digital terrestrial

broadcasting, a 64QAM carrier modulation scheme, and a
convolution coding ratio of 3/4. The results revealed that
stable reception can be attained with an antenna installed at
a height of 1 to 2 m if there is a reception electrical field
intensity of 50 dB V/m or higher.

Further experiments are scheduled for different mobile
reception service areas. In particular, we plan to examine the
reception characteristics during high-speed travel. We will
also improve the performance of the systems, including that
of the receiving antennas.

HDTV Mobile Reception

- Digital terrestrial broadcasting that can be enjoyed anywhere -
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Figure 2: Principle of four-branch diversity system
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Figure 1: Diversity reception technology

Ijoined NHK in 1990 and have
been with NHK Science and
Technical Research Laboratories

since 1992. I have studied digital
terrestrial broadcasting systems and outside
broadcasting link systems. 

My recent research interests include reception
techniques for digital terrestrial broadcasting in
mobile environments. This is a particularly difficult
environment as it has a large influence on the receiver
behavior. To improve the receiver characteristics, I am
studying the receiver's algorithms (channel
estimation, channel correction, etc.) and diversity
techniques for OFDM demodulation. 

Kenichi Tsuchida,
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Figure 3: Antenna used in mobile
reception experiments


